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White blossom on one of the new Memorial Cherry Trees

As I promised, I now have photos of several projects we have been working on for
some time.  In March, we were able to complete the planting for the following
projects: the Store Parking Court, the hill by steps down into the Old Dorm, and the
Memorial Tree Grouping at the turn to the Retreat Center.  The above photo (from
where the road to the Retreat Center turns off to the right) shows the center Cherry
Tree in a new grouping of three Cherry Trees.  Be aware that it is possible to honor or
honor someone by donating to Mepkin Abbey for the Garden Program (just write it on
your check).  As money comes in, we use it for specific shrubs, trees, etc. such as
this grouping.  We keep a record in a Memorial Notebook of what was purchased and
where it is located.



New Memorial Cherry Trees grouping

March saw us planting herbs and the final cool vegetable lettuces, mulching like
crazy, keeping up with the weeds (that arrived early due to the mild weather in
February), raking leaves out of the beds after the Live Oak leaf drop, and, adding
aluminum sulfate to the Hydrangeas so they will be purple when they bloom.  After
the Daffodils and other spring bulbs bloomed, we fed them to allow them to store up
food through their green stems for next year.  As we finish March and get into April,
we will be feeding the Camellias and Azaleas and various Shrubs and Trees,
amending the soil for roses and the like, getting various pots out of the Greenhouse,
redoing those pots on the grounds that need help, and, feeding the Daylilies and
Russian Sage. The Easter Lilies are pushing through the ground—let us hope they
will bloom this year!

Garden Updates:

The Store and Parking Court:
The berms with shrubs have been installed and we have received a proposal for
paving. The area is still pretty rough, so I am not going to show you photos yet.
Most exciting in March is that the Father Ryan High School students from Nashville
came again and repainted and repaired the Store and Gallery.  A big round of
applause for this group who come yearly and especially for their leaders who truck it
all in!



Note the new green trim on the Store

Amazing what they accomplish!



Many thanks to these men who lead the high school teens in there work here

A new fresh look for the Store

St. Clare:

The Cloister:



The Hawthorn Pot abloom
Two blooming pots(one shown here) at the top and bottom of the steps (from the
Cloister to the sidewalk to the Church) looked outstanding.

Azaleas in bloom at the Refectory Door

You would not believe the drip lines at the Church.  Volunteer Nick took it upon
himself to clean the areas out and re-rock them.  Look at the change!



Left bed: Right side of the Church

Right bed: Right side of the Church



Left side of the Church from the Cloister

Thank you, Nick, for doing this.  This is a back-breaking job.

Another wonderful area is the "new" Old Dorm hill by the steps.

This is where we lost a large tree during the hurricane and the Brothers who live in
the Old Dorm requested no tree (the leaves drop on the steps and make them slick
upon which to walk.).  We have put in Pineapple Guava and Junipers that will cover
the hill.  This area was always a nightmare of weeds and sinking soil, due to the



rotting of a former tree.  You will remember we had the steps rebuilt a year or so ago. 

The Orchard:

The orchard went through a rough spell because of the recent freeze. We took extra
precautions on the citrus trees  folding the mushroom box flaps over and covering
it all with heavy cloth. The new Cara Cara oranges were surrounded by tomato cages
wrapped in landscape cloth and topped with cloth. I took the extra precaution of using
tent pegs and string to keep the cages upright. The best made plans often go astray.
One of the Cara Cara cages overturned and the landscape cloth didn't provide
sufficient insulation.

The new citrus looked pretty sorry although not a total loss. Time will tell. 

The figs were mostly badly burned by the cold and our first crop appears lost. The
persimmons lost all their leaves and  we will have to wait to see if we will have any
flowers to develop into fruit. The blueberries were burned and much of the fruit likely
lost. Jimmy Livingston (mushroom chief and truck farmer) told me that with the loss of
the fruit the plants can concentrate on new growth to support next years berries.
Always a silver lining is we look hard enough.

Howard

Blueberry Blooms (Before the Freeze)

Luce Garden:
I am sad to report that the cold snap we had also caught the blooms of the middle-
blooming azaleas.  Luckily there are still the late-blooming, but we are having to live
with brown blooms in many areas.



“Stan’s Azaleas” on the hill above the Lower Pond

Lucky for us, “Stan’s Azaleas” (the Abbot planted these years ago) were in a
protected spot and are beautiful, as usual, this year.

The good news is that the Luce Garden Parking Circle got graded, re-rocked, and
rolled and looks so nice now!  Our Visitors no longer have to contend with roots,
bricks, etc.

No one is happier than the Luce Crew, who had asked for this improvement some
time ago.

Retreat Center:



Father Guerric asked that we include this lecture notice. It will be held at Mepkin
Abbey Conference Room on Saturday, April 8th from 2-4pm.  A phone number to
reserve a place is on the notice.

Greenhouse:

Next month there will be a BIG announcement about a Greenhouse display.

Odds and Ends:

Volunteers:

This month we have two new Volunteers!  One is Jessica Yurs and she will be with us
until May. Ed Filipkoski is a neighbor of John Apici and decided to join us!  Welcome,
Jessica and Ed.



Craig and Jessica

Ed



This is the third in a series of those people who have lived at Mepkin.

The Johnson Era: 1912 – 1936

In 1912, James Wood Johnson purchased Mepkin.  At the time of the purchase,
James was the President of Johnson and Johnson, a manufacturing company of
ready to use surgical dressings.  In fact, the existing Johnson and Johnson logo is
James’ handwriting.  Johnson found in Mepkin a place he could retreat and rest from
his exhausting corporate lifestyle.  He greatly appreciated the serenity and natural
beauty of the land and quickly began construction on a new home, renovating an
existing building on the property, giving it a New England appearance with shingle
siding.



After the purchase of the Mepkin property, James Johnson acquired several tracts of
neighboring land that once held Clermont, Washington, and a part of the Strawberry
plantations.  This expanded the Mepkin land to almost 10,000 acres.  When he
passed in 1932, James left all of the property to his daughter, Helen Johnson
Rutgers.



(Notice the Johnson home on the top left of the bluff, near today’s Columbarium, and
the dock and boathouse to the right, in front of today’s Luce Garden)

While there isn’t much historical information on James Johnson and none that I could
find surrounding his time at Mepkin, I was able to locate a Grandson and have a nice
phone conversation.  Following are a few of the things I learned speaking to Nicholas
Johnson Rutgers (Nick, age 90) on February 24th, 2015:

Nick is Helen Johnson Rutgers son. Helen was James Johnson’s daughter and
inherited the Mepkin property in 1932.  She sold it to Henry Luce four years later as it
became too difficult to maintain.  Nick has very fond memories of family vacations to
Mepkin.  The family would travel on their own rail car to Moncks Corner, offload, and
travel by flat bottom skiff upriver to their boat dock at Mepkin.  Today the remains of
the staircase from the boat dock to the bluff are all that remains of their time here.

Nick spoke fondly of an African American caretaker, Isaac, who lived on the property
and continued to keep the rice fields intact.  He spent most days with Nick; hunting,
fishing, and teaching him about outdoor living.  The majority of travel around Mepkin
was on horseback and a stable stood where the cloister is today.

As the sun set in the evenings, family and friends would gather around a campfire
and tell stories of their days adventures.  Grandpa James would send Nick to fetch a
clay jug of moonshine they left hanging from a hook at Laurens Cemetery (prohibition
was in effect).  He would always sprint back to the house thinking the ghosts of the
Laurens’ were following close behind in the twilight.



Editor’s Note:  Correction article on Henry Lauren:  Henry left his home to his son
Henry Jr.

Spotlight on a Volunteer
In an effort to get to know each of you a little better, we are choosing a garden volunteer each
month to answer a few questions and submit a brief bio for the monthly newsletter. This month we
have chosen volunteer Jill Ewell.  Jill and her husband, Greg, have been volunteering for well over
a year now.  After officially retiring to the low country, they have been faithful weekly volunteers. 
Jill’s easy-going and friendly personality make her a natural volunteer.  Willing to help anyone and
fun to be around, it’s not uncommon to have other volunteers asking, “Can I work with Jill today?”

Here is a brief bio from Jill: 

I was born in southern California and lived there until I was ten years old. My family moved
to Berkeley County when I was 11 and I stayed in SC until I finished my degree at Clemson.
From there I moved to Atlanta GA and worked as a Recreation Therapist in a psychiatric
unit of a hospital.  In the mid 80's I spent a year backpacking around the world with a
girlfriend. Then I moved to Alexandria VA where I lived for 30 years. I met Greg in 1994 and
married him in 1997. 

While in VA I worked for 20 years in the pharmaceutical industry and after retirement spend
my time volunteering as a Hospital Chaplain, Pastoral Care Associate in my home
congregation and as a Hospice helper. 

Greg and I are so happy to finally be in Mt. Pleasant full time. We are near my family and



our daughters love to visit here. 

1) Who would you want with you if you were stranded on a deserted island?

a) My husband, Greg

2) If you could do anything you wanted right now, what would it be?

a) Pretty much what I’m doing.

3) If money was no object, what would you do all day?

a)  What I’m currently doing.

4) Where do you most want to travel, but have never been?

a) Indonesia.

5) What is your favorite memory?

a) My wedding day.

6) What is your favorite movie?

a) The Way.

7) What is the one thing that should be taught in school that isn’t already?

a) Volunteerism.

8) What one thing would you change if you had to do it over?

a) Learn to play the piano.

9) If you could share a meal with three people from the past, who would they be?

a) Jesus, St. Benedict, and Mother Theresa.

10) What actor/actress would play you in your life movie?

a) Glen Close

11) Why do you volunteer at Mepkin?



a)  I love the serenity of the space, the work, and the people I have met.

Many thanks to Howard for the Orchard Report, to Craig for the "The Johnsons Era"
and The Spotlight on Volunteers feature, and to Langhorne for editing.

This past month I was gone for ten days to TN to take care of some matters.  While I
was gone, Craig (in his usual kind way) took it upon himself to clean out the right side
of the Tool Room.  I had promised to do it for over a year!  Here are the results:



As luck would have it, Craig sent me these beautiful photos of the azaleas in Mepkin
before the freeze.  Enjoy and many thanks to Pam Brooks, the photographer and a
Garden Volunteer, for allowing us to use them.



Oak Allee into Mepkin Abbey

Luce Garden



Luce Garden Gate

Blessings,  dottie


